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FeedWind , a major player in the RSS widget software 

market, has reached a major milestone with the 

announcement that there are now over 100,000 unique 

domains using FeedWind and an installed base of over a 

million active widgets.  

 

Mikle Inc. President Jaehong Lee expressed his delight at hearing 

the news. “The team has worked extremely hard to reach the 

100,000 unique domain milestone and is optimistic that FeedWind 

will enjoy continued growth throughout 2015 and beyond with a 

new version due out later this year. This new development should 

establish FeedWind as a primary choice for developers who 

require RSS widget technologies.” Domains that FeedWind serves 

include high profile users such as Linux.org, the US NIH, US 

government, universities, leading brands and major organizations 

from across the globe. 

 

COMPANY BACKGROUND 

------------------------------------------ 

FeedWind is the brainchild of Mikle Inc., an international team of 

software developers based in Honolulu and a subsidiary of Mikle 

KK., Japan. The core development team is based in Tokyo, with 

other contributors working from Bangladesh, Czech Republic, 

South Korea, UK, and USA. Working around three 

intercontinental time zones, the FeedWind team has met many 

challenges in order to reach this 100,000+ unique domain milestone. Now in its 8th year of development, FeedWind 

has become a mature product resulting from many thousands of development hours. The team continues to redefine 

and add new features to FeedWind in order to deliver an advanced RSS widget which appeals to as many users as 

possible. 

 

Here are the numbers from the FeedWind server's analytics system: FeedWind Analytics information 2013-2015. 

Version 2.0 will have fully integrated analytics so users will be able to measure performance and traffic sources for 

their widgets. 
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THE DEVELOPERS CHOICE 

-------------------------------------------- 

FeedWind has rapidly become the RSS reader widget of choice partly because it is easy to use but also because 

FeedWind does not convey advertising or display branding. Under the hood is the ability to implement considerable 

customization to extend its capabilities and design. FeedWind has become a world-standard for displaying 

summarized, syndicated information from blogs, social networks, directories, video channels, calendar/event feeds, 

news feeds and any other XML-enabled source that complies with Atom/RSS standards. This ensures that 

FeedWind can be used by all genres of developer - from those using simple drag-drop/wysiwyg editors to produce 

their sites, to professional web programmers who code complex pages and creative designs. FeedWind has become 

popular because it is customizable through CSS for advanced users, but also easy to use for basic users.  

 

 

LOOKING AHEAD 
--------------------------- 

With version 2.0 on the horizon for 2015, FeedWind meets the growing demand for RSS users who need to 

aggregate and syndicate information from one or more online sources. Those who need an RSS feed displayed 

anywhere on their website can try FeedWind with no registration/payment required - at http://feed.mikle.com. 

Website: http://feed.mikle.com  

Contact : feedwind@mikle.com 
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